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DUE TO THE INSTABILITY OF THE RAND & INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT COST CURRENTLY, PRICES ARE VOLATILE.
PLEASE GET AN UPDATED QUOTE WHEN YOU ARE READY TO BUY.
Kindly Note:
All prices exclude VAT at 15%. We accept credit cards, cash and electronic transfers but NOT cheques.
Prices are quoted in South African Rands. Prices are subject to change without notice.
Freight rates are going mad (500% increase since March 2020). This combined with raw material shortages is affecting
the pricing and availability of stock.
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IMPORTANT INFO ABOUT ILLEGAL AND POTENTIALLY
DANGEROUS PRODUCTS
NATIONAL REGULATOR FOR COMPULSORY SPECIFICATIONS

All electrical and electronic products sold in South Africa, including heat presses, printers, and vinyl cutters
need a LETTER OF AUTHORITY (LOA) issued by the NRCS if they are to be imported or even manufactured
locally.
This LOA is ONLY given if the product has been tested and found to be safe for consumer use, not harmful to
the environment, and conforms to compulsory South African safety standards.
Any product which does not have an LOA and is imported into the country is liable to be seized and
destroyed should the importer be unable to procure an LOA (which can take 6-8 months).
Even if two different importers are importing the same product, each needs to have their own LOA for the
product to be legal, and they also have to pay a levy for each unit imported into the country.
All products sold by JG Electronics that require an LOA, have it.

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE & PRICING
Our products are safe to purchase and handle even if they come from China. The virus doesn’t live long on
surfaces and goods take weeks and months to get here.
Due to Rand and freight cost Volatility, prices can change quickly.
Don’t leave quotes too long.

A QUICK NOTE ABOUT OUR SYSTEMS
The information in the next few pages explains the different technologies available, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages of each, costs, profits, and markets that you can sell into. Once you have
read it all, call us and we will suggest the appropriate system for your needs.
Visit our website to see new products and explanations of how the image transfer systems work.

STATE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MARKET
Due to government policies and the pandemic, the economy is not in great shape. As a result, many
industries are suffering to the extent that companies in other industries are shifting their focus to the transfer
printing industry which is one of the few industries still in good shape.
The upside of this is that with increased competition, prices are falling and the variety is increasing.
The downside is that the vast majority of these companies lack the technical skills needed for this market,
and it’s becoming like the wild west.
They are trying to get a foothold by offering very low-priced items of questionable quality claiming for
example that with mugs there is no such thing as different grades which is false. Ultimately you the customer
will be the one with egg on your face if your customer rejects your order, or when your equipment breaks
and these cowboys are unable or unwilling to repair it. Be very, very careful.
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IMPORTANT INFO ABOUT OUR SYSTEMS AND MARKET
CONDITIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA
TYPES OF IMAGES TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY
GELJET / INKJET
Inkjet printers are dirt cheap and produce excellent quality photorealistic images.
A GELJET printer is a hybrid between a laser printer and an inkjet with the advantage that it
can print higher volumes without needing service as often as a similarly priced inkjet.
ADVANTAGES

Most affordable way of getting into this business. Printers are cheap and can be used for
general printing as well as transfers.
DISADVANTAGES

Not as durable as Sublimation (but then again nothing is), and can only print fabrics,
waterslide paper and temporary tattoos. Not possible to print hard surfaces such as mugs.

COLOUR LASER
Colour laser printers use similar technology to colour copiers, so are cheap to run (except for
the low-cost lasers which have very high print costs), and are extremely reliable and quick.
ADVANTAGES

High Speed, good Quality and lower paper cost than inkjet. With the new range of Forever ™
transfer papers, they can be used to print onto hard surfaces as well as fabrics in both full
colour and also gold and silver. Can also print items not possible with other technologies.
They are the best printers to use for corporate gifts as the colour matching is extremely good,
and the toner is not see-through, which means they are perfect for clear glass items for
example. Excellent for solid colours, corporate logos etc.
With white toner one to print onto dark or black products. Uncoated items can also be
printed.
Plastic items can be transferred onto with Laser, with the papers which can transfer the toner
at low temperatures.
Coated products have similar durability to sublimation.
DISADVANTAGES

Page yields for full-colour work are low on low-end cheap printers (meaning high print
costs). Lasers aren’t as photorealistic as sublimation, inkjet or GELJET printers for skin tones
(people’s faces).
Low abrasion résistance on final print – so for example not good for mousepads, or
keyrings as toner will start rubbing off the mousepad or keyring with use.
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DIRECT-TO-FILM PRINTING
This is a new technology with much promise but which currently hasn’t matured yet. Once it has, it
will be a very positive dynamic force for the printing of dark fabrics.
The printer used is a modified inkjet printer (usually an Epson) and the image is printed with special
inks onto a film. Once printed a powder is sprinkled onto the still wet print and allowed to dry
(some companies even sell a drying unit to help with this process). Once the powder is dry, the
image is transferred with a heat press.
ADVANTAGES

The systems generally have 4 colours + white. Only the print is transferred and nothing else. There’s
no edge to the print. The quality is good and crisp, though the cheaper systems struggle with
photographs. Print durability whilst not as good as sublimation is still superior to most other print
technologies. The high-end systems are superb but unaffordable for a small business.
DISADVANTAGES

The systems are currently very expensive and are ONLY for fabrics. The system requires specialized
RIP software which is expensive and complex for the beginner. The Chinese systems which are
cheaper generally use RIP software that is substandard and doesn’t always install or run on all PCs
(we’ve bought 2 different Chinese systems to test and neither software even installs on a Windows
10 PC).
The white inks block in the heads – for this reason, most more expensive systems have a pump that
constantly cycles the ink through the print heads. Replacement heads are very expensive. The
warranty has to be handled by your supplier. The printer manufacturer won’t touch it.

SUBLIMATION
Sublimation is by far the best technology for photo-quality image transfers. These systems use a
Sawgrass gel printer or modified inkjet printer or Epson desktop sublimation printer. Modified
printers used for sublimation lose their warranty and tend to have issues with head blockages and
lack of colour matching. The Sawgrass printer is currently the only printer which has colour
matching for a wide variety of transfer papers and substrates.
Sublimation is used commercially to decorate Ties, all Sportswear (including the Neon ones), Flags,
Silk Scarves, Sweatbands, most full-colour Mugs, and all polyester, Nylon and Lycra clothing.
ADVANTAGES

You can transfer onto any coated surface, including Metal, Wood, high temp plastic and
Ceramics (mugs, tiles, plates etc.) There is a huge variety of products which can be sublimated.
An entry-level system which can print most surfaces costs under R20,000!
Transfers are superb – bright rich colours, with photo-quality prints.
Transfers on synthetic fabrics are permanent and don’t wash out – not even with bleach.
Transfers onto dark substrates used to be a problem, but we had a special transfer vinyl
developed for us which makes it a simple affair now.
DISADVANTAGES

All items have to be coated for sublimation to work (though we do sell spray and adhesive
coatings). Sublimation transfer systems are made for image transferring only and are not suitable
for printing business cards, letterheads etc. The substrate being decorated must be able to
withstand a temperature of 180C for minutes at a time (120C if using our film coating).
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MUGGIT ™ 1 – CRAFT SYSTEM
The Home craft industry is set for a
revolution in 2022 with sublimation
manufacturers for the 1st time entering
what was previously a market dominated
by papercraft players with equipment
made specifically for this industry.
Craft presses are different from standard
heat presses in the sense that instead of
having a heat press you have to fit your
product into, these presses are made so
you can apply the heat onto your product
in any way you see fit (you work it
somewhat like an iron). Also, by making
equipment specifically for the lower
volumes of the craft market, you gain the
same functionality as the commercial
systems but at a fraction of the price.
With the home craft system, you can cut out stencils for glass etching and wood burning, cut
stickers and do transfers of transfer vinyl onto pretty much any product that can withstand 160180c for 12 seconds. You can also cut crafts from board, thin wood, magnetic material and much
more.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓ SILHOUETTE™ Portrait 3 Vinyl Cutter - With the included software
✓ MUGGIT ™ Craft Express Craft press(30.48x25.4cm) - (Cap and mug attachments not included in system price)
✓ Heat Transfer Vinyl - 1m of each of White, Black, and Royal Blue
✓ Scraper
✓ T-Shirt Ruler
✓ 3 pcs Vinyl Weeding Hook Set
✓ Glass Etching Kit
✓ Comprehensive manual and instructions
✓ FREE- Xylo wood-burning paste sample
R 6,692.35+ VAT = R7 696.20

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•
•
•
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Add Cap attachment for Craft press
Add Mug Attachment for Craft press
Upgrade to Silhouette Cameo 4
Add Sawgrass A4 sublimation printer with inks

– R 699.00 (incl).
– R 799.25 (incl).
Add – R 1,955.00 (incl)
– R 10,348.85 (incl)

MUGGIT™ 2 – VINYL CUT & TRANSFER SYSTEM
The MUGGIT 2 uses a Cameo 4 vinyl
cutter, together with an A4 T-shirt
press to create the perfect essential
services system. You can cut transfer
vinyl and use it to decorate fabrics
(you can even put different colour
vinyl on top of each other to create
the amazing shirts in our examples).
You can also make Face Shields
and facemasks with the cameo
(optional fabric blade needed for
the cloth facemasks).
We can sell you the Acetate and
raw materials for the face shields or
you can source them yourself. We will give you the patterns at no charge. You can also make
stickers, and decorate pretty much any surface with the transfer vinyl or sticker vinyl. The transfer
vinyl can be used on pretty much any surface that can handle 130-160C for 10 seconds.
Wood burning is a cinch to do with the included Xylo wood-burning paste sample – all you need
extra is a heat gun (not supplied) to get a laser-etched effect on wood.
The transfer vinyl comes in a lot of colours, patterns and even metallic, neon, glow in the dark,
colour changing variations.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓ MUGGIT ™ Swing Away Heat Press – 23 x 30 cm (with a 2-year warranty on the element)
✓ SILHOUETTE™ Cameo 4 vinyl cutter – With the included software
✓ Heat Transfer Vinyl – 1m of each of White, Black, and Royal Blue
✓ Scraper
✓ T-Shirt Ruler
✓ 3 pcs Vinyl Weeding Hook Set
✓ Comprehensive manual and Instructions
✓ Patterns – for the face shield and face mask with instructions
✓ FREE – Xylo wood-burning paste sample
R 8,584.00+ VAT = R 9,871.60

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•
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Upgrade to 610mm wide Cameo4 Pro – add R 5 750 incl.
Upgrade to a 50 x 40cm heat press – add R 4 140 incl.

MUGGIT ™ 3C LITE – ULTRA-LOW-COST, ENTRY-LEVEL
SUBLIMATION SYSTEM
The Muggit 3C Lite is a stripped-down version of
the 3C basic, and is targeted at those people who
would like to start in the sublimation business, but
have a very limited budget, yet still want to buy a
quality system.
This system still includes the same reliable, highdefinition Sawgrass printer that we use with all our
sublimation systems – we won’t compromise on
this, coupled with a Muggit™ brand high-pressure
T-shirt press and consumables.
Unlike the flood of low-cost Chinese presses which
have been smuggled into the country to avoid
Government mandated safety checks, this press
has all its safety certificates for the safety of
yourself and your loved ones. This high-quality press is covered by a full one-year warranty, and its
23 x 30cm bed size makes it perfect for all flat sublimation transfers.
Flat items cover around 80% of all printable products.
We hold spares of all our press and repair them locally.
Print costs are exactly the same as the other Muggit 3C systems, and you can use the same
papers and inks. There is no attachment for plates. If you need to do plates as well, you can
always buy a separate plate press.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SAWGRASS™ SG500 UHD Gel Printer (A4) – 2-year warranty (as long as sawgrass inks are used)
SAWGRASS™ UHD Sublimation Inks – Starter pack
MUGGIT™ A4 T-shirt & Tile press – 23 x 30cm platen, with a 2-year warranty on the element
Sawgrass Virtuoso Print manager – for sublimation + Training Videos + Manuals
Premium grade Heat Tape, A4 Nomex Pad, A4 USA Teflon Sheet
Scraper, T-Shirt Ruler
Product Marketing CD – with pictures of all products on for you to show your customers
“Marketing & Running your own print business” guide
Transfer papers – for Sublimation, Dark Fabrics and Light Cotton
Sublimer Keyrings – Pack of 5
1x Coaster Sublimer 2T 9.5cm Round, 1x Coaster Sublimer 2T 9.5cm Square
MUGGIT™ Coating film – (allows you to coat your own products for sublimation)
FREE – Coreldraw ™ 2020 Essentials
R 13 201.70 + VAT = R 15 181.96

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•

Add a vinyl cutter (Cameo 4) for just R 5,744.25 (incl. VAT) – highly recommended.
Add a 3-piece Hook Set to make weeding vinyl a breeze – R 182.85 (incl.)

•

Add a Muggit ™ Lime mug press for 11oz standard Mugs for just R 1,995.00 (incl.)

•
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upgrade to a 38 x 38cm High-pressure clamshell press – add R 1.955.00 (incl.)

MUGGIT ™ 3C LITE MUG – ULTRA LOW COST, ENTRY-LEVEL
MUGP PRINT SYSTEM

The Muggit 3C Lite is a stripped-down version of
the 3C basic and is for printing mugs only. It is
targeted at those people who would like to start in
the mug printing business but have a very limited
budget.
This system still includes the same reliable highdefinition Sawgrass printer that we use with all our
sublimation systems – we won’t compromise on
this, coupled with a MUGGIT ™ mug press, some
heat tape, and instruction manuals. This press
comes with a 1-year warranty on the press and a
6-month warranty on the element and has proven
itself reliable enough to carry the MUGGIT ™
brand name. We carry spares for it as well as
spare elements.
As opposed to the more expensive systems, the mug press on this system only prints the standard
size mugs but we have elements for other shapes and sizes of mugs including sports bottles as
optional extras.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SAWGRASS™ SG500 UHD Gel Printer (A4) – 2-year warranty (as long as sawgrass inks are used)
(the ONLY desktop printer made for sublimation)
SAWGRASS™ UHD Sublimation Inks – Starter pack
MUGGIT™ Lime Mug Press – which does all 11oz standard Mugs
SAWGRASS™ Virtuoso Print manager for sublimation + Training Videos + Manuals
Premium grade Heat Tape, Digital Timer, Scraper
Product Marketing CD – With pictures of all products on for you to show your customers
“Marketing & Running your own print business” guide
24x White Premium Mugs
12x Colour change matte black mugs
Transfer Paper – Pack of 50 sheets of Sublimation Paper
FREE – Coreldraw ™ 2020 Essentials
R 12 130.88 + VAT = R 13 950.51

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•
•
•

Add a Muggit 38 x 38cm High-pressure T-shirt press for R 5 399.25 (incl.) – highly recommended.
Or Add an A4 T-shirt press (23 x 30cm) for just R 3,444.25 (incl.)
Add a vinyl cutter (Cameo 4) for just R 5,744.25(inclusive) – highly recommended.
Add a 3-piece Hook Set to make weeding vinyl a breeze – R 182.85 (incl.)
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MUGGIT ™ 3C BASIC – VERSATILE SUBLIMATION SYSTEM
These systems are one of the best systems for sublimations in existence today
This system comes standard with a high-quality A4
printer, but an A3 printer is also available.
To make a transfer, you print onto transfer paper,
place the paper into the appropriate press, and
within a few minutes, you have a truly fantastic
transfer!
WHAT CAN YOU PRINT WITH THIS SYSTEM?
- You can print almost everything made for
sublimation printing.
- Items include Metals, Ceramics, Plastics, Fabrics,
Wood, Magnets.
IS THE SYSTEM PROFITABLE?
Profit is often considered to be only the difference
between cost and selling price, but what few
people consider is that the quality of the equipment, how long it lasts and whether it can be
repaired is even more important to gauge whether a system is profitable. Also if you are using the
lowest grade raw materials resulting in your customer rejecting the order, you are not profiting at
all.
WHO IS THIS SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR?
This system is aimed at small & home businesses, that do not intend to produce huge volumes. This
system uses a combination Mug, T-shirt, Cap & Plate press, coupled with a reliable sublimation
printer.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SAWGRASS™ SG500 UHD Gel Printer (A4) – 2-year warranty (as long as sawgrass inks are used)
SAWGRASS™ UHD Sublimation Inks – Starter pack
MUGGIT™ High Pressure T-shirt & Tile press – 38 x 38cm 8-in-1 Press 2-year warranty
2 Year Warranty on Cap & Tshirt Elements
MUGGIT™ Mug Attachment – Full wrap-around, with 4 x elements
MUGGIT™ Plate Attachments – For pressing side & dinner plates
MUGGIT™ Cap attachment – To press caps with
SAWGRASS™ Virtuoso Print manager for sublimation + Training Videos + Manuals
Heat Tape + USA Teflon Sheet + A4 Nomex Pad + Timer + Scraper + T-Shirt Ruler
Product Marketing CD – With pictures of all products on for you to show your customers
“Marketing & Running your own print business” guide
Transfer papers – For Sublimation, Dark Fabrics and Light Cotton
MUGGIT™ Coating film – This allows you to coat your own products for sublimation
6 x White premium mugs
1x Coaster Sublimer 2T 9.5cm Round, 1x Coaster Sublimer 2T 9.5cm Square
Pack of 5 Sublimer Keyrings
FREE – Coreldraw ™ 2020 Essentials
R 17 621.42 + Vat = R 20 264.63

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•

Add a vinyl cutter (Cameo 4) for just R 5,744.25 (incl.) – highly recommended.
Add a 3-piece Hook Set to make weeding vinyl a breeze – R 182.85 (incl.)
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MUGGIT ™ 3C PRO – PROFESSIONAL, VERSATILE SUBLIMATION
SYSTEM
The Muggit 3C Pro system, is very similar to the
basic, with the exception that:
– This system includes a separate mug and T-shirt
presses, so you can produce larger volumes.
– The Mug press is our most advanced and
comes with 6 x different-sized mug elements
from Jumbo mugs, right down to tot glasses.
This gives you the most versatility.
– A Silhouette Cameo 4 vinyl cutter is included.
This allows for advanced decoration as well as
the manufacture of cloth face masks (with
optional fabric blade) and the production of
face shields (we can supply the raw materials).
The Muggit 3C Pro system is a perfect stepping stone between the basic system and the larger
industrial systems. If you are intending to use the system in a shop or business environment, then
the Muggit 3C Pro is the smallest system you should be looking at.
WHAT OTHER PRINTERS / PRINT OPTIONS CAN I GET ON THIS SYSTEM?
You can also upgrade this system to one with an A3 printer, and add a plate press or even a cap
press. You can also upgrade the vinyl cutter to a 24” (610mm) wide unit, thus increasing the
range of jobs you can do with it.

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SAWGRASS™ SG500 UHD Gel Printer (A4) – 2-year warranty (as long as sawgrass inks are used)
SAWGRASS™ UHD Sublimation Inks – Starter pack
SILHOUETTE™ Cameo 4 vinyl cutter – With the included software
MUGGIT™ 38 x 38cm T-shirt & Tile press – Clamshell Press 2-year warranty on the element
MUGGIT™ Mug Press M2 Pro – It’s a Separate Mug Press, with 6 Elements
SAWGRASS™ Virtuoso Print manager for sublimation + Training Videos + Manuals
A3 Nomex Pad + USA Teflon sheet + Scraper + 3 pcs Cameo Hook Set + Digital timer+Heat Tape
Product Marketing CD – With pictures of all products on for you to show your customers
“Marketing & Running your own print business” guide
Transfer papers – For Sublimation, Dark Fabrics and Light Cotton
MUGGIT™ Coating film – This allows you to coat your own products for sublimation
T-Shirt Ruler
12x White premium mugs
1x Sublimer circle and a pack of 5 Sublimer Keyrings
FREE – Xylo wood-burning paste sample
FREE – Coreldraw ™ 2020 Essentials
R 27 013.70+ VAT = R 31 065.76

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•

Upgrade to an A3 Sublimation printer (Highly Recommended) – Add R 18,395.40 (incl.)
Upgrade Vinyl Cutter to Cameo 4 Pro (600mm wide) Add R 5 750 (incl.)
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AN INTRODUCTION TO TRANSFER PRINTING WITH A LASER PRINTER.
A colour laser printer/copier when coupled with the Forever range of transfer papers, allows you to
print a much wider variety of products than a sublimation print system can, but is not actually a
replacement for sublimation. Confused? Read on and we’ll explain.

HOW DOES THE LASER TRANSFER PROCESS WORK?
A laser printer uses dry toner, which when transferred sits on the surface of the printed item. The toner is
thicker than a sublimation or inkjet transfer, which means that colours are richer which is perfect for
logos and solid colours. When transferring onto a clear glass substrate the ink is more opaque (less seethrough) and text can be printed finer.
Coupled with the Forever papers, a laser printer can transfer onto both coated and uncoated
substrates (though washability on uncoated products isn’t great) and can also transfer at much lower
temperatures, so plastic items like pens, USB memory sticks and the like can also be printed.
A laser printer is much faster than a sublimation printer and can be used for both transfers and
standard paper printing, so business cards, letterheads, invitations and the like can also be printed. As
the toner is NOT water-soluble, a standard paper sticker printed with a laser printer will not run or smear
when wet, so laser-printed labels are great for wine bottles, sports bottles and so on. Also since the
toner is a dry powder and there are no print heads, laser printers don’t “block” if not used often.
There are some downsides to the laser transfer process but these are easily overcome by adding a
sublimation printer to your print solution (a sublimation printer costs nothing in the whole scheme of
things):
DISADVANTAGES OF LASER PRINT PROCESS:

1. Photographs done with a laser are not as good as sublimation due to the size of the print dot (easily
noticed on a hard surface like a mug, but impossible to see on a T-shirt).
2. Printing on Polyester fabrics is not as durable as with sublimation (but then again nothing is).
3. As the toner of the laser sits on the surface of the product, continued rubbing of the surface will wear
the print off – examples of this are mousepads. As the mouse rubs on the pad it wears the toner transfer
off.
On hard surfaces like metal items and pens, there is a coating which we sell which you can seal the
print to reduce this problem.
4. While you can print on uncoated mugs, the print is not very durable but for a single-day promotion, it’s
fine. For best results, coated mugs are required.
5. Although most of the sublimation printable items can be printed, glass items which have a white
coating on them cannot be reverse printed (as unlike sublimation, the laser transfer doesn’t migrate
through the white), so these can only be printed on the surface, which is often not desirable, especially
on glass clocks, glass coasters and glass cutting boards.
6. Due to the wider variety of products you can print onto, some experimentation is required to perfect
the transfer process on non-standard products.
7. Low-quality T-shirt presses must be avoided due to pressure limitations, uneven pressure and heat
consistency issues.
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ADVANTAGES OF LASER PRINT PROCESS:

1. Colours are very opaque (not see-through), so prints on items like clear glass are much easier to
see than those done with sublimation.
2. Transfer times and temperatures are lower than with sublimation, which means that items that
wouldn’t be possible to print with sublimation can now be done, like polypropylene.
3. It’s possible to transfer images onto items which aren’t specially coated for sublimation, this gives
you access to a much bigger variety of products (an endless variety in fact).
4. By using the gold and silver Forever transfer papers, you can effectively, and digitally foil pretty
much the same items that would normally be done with standard foiling, in any size up to A3 and
with a complexity that conventional foiling could never duplicate.
5. You have a multitude of finishing options on products that have not existed in a digital format
before, for instance, you can print on a piece of wood in full colour, then add silver or gold to it,
and even add flock. We’ve printed a mug in gold and full colour and it looks awesome!
6.

You can foil a product and also print it in full colour. This includes metals, wood, ceramics, glass,
some plastics (including pens), leather, fabrics and so on.

7. By using a RIP (included with our systems or available separately if you already have the printer),
you can accurately calculate your costs down to the cent for each job that you do.
8. The OKI printers that we use for the laser transfer process can also print white, which no
sublimation printer is capable of.
9. With the white on OKI white toner lasers, dark and black items are easily printed.
10. With the addition of the Forever no-cut flex (which comes in single colours), you can decorate
items in single spot colours, and special colours such as neon, white, and metallic colours and
then add full colour to this. No other digital print system allows for this.
11. The printer can also be used to print paper bags, wedding invites, stationery and business cards
even if they aren’t white (you need the white toner laser though for dark items).
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OKI A3 WHITE TONER – PRODUCTION CORPORATE GIFT SYSTEM
Did you know that white toner laser printers were
developed by OKI? Every other company that offers
a white toner laser solution modifies an existing
printer to take white thus voiding the original printer
warranty.
It thus makes sense to stick to the people who
invented the technology and stand by their product.
This system is perfect for both beginners and pro’s
alike and can easily handle demanding volumes.
White is printed in a single pass, and with the
included RIP, you get accurate costing and
maximum flexibility in your artwork which saves you
more toner and thus money.
By only supplying an A3 solution,
OKI is ensuring you have the most
versatility coupled with the lowest
possible cost of toner and
associated consumables. Unlike
other similar products, the OKI can print CMYK and CMYW ensuring that jobs that do not
require white don’t waste white and that when you only need black it doesn’t need to mix
the 3 other colours (CMY) to make black.
With white more products than ever before can be printed as you’re not limited to just
printing onto white/light coloured products as you are with other technologies. Almost any
surface is printable with this system (The product needs to be able to withstand 125C for 60
seconds).

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OKI White Toner – A3 Laser printer
MUGGIT™ High-Pressure Pro Clamshell Heat Press – 50 x 40cm (2-year warranty on the element)
MUGGIT™ 'Blue' Mug Press – with 11oz & 10oz Element
Digital Temperature Meter – For use with Forever Multitrans
FOREVER Silicone Pad – For printing on Mirrors etc. Premium Heat Tape,
Digital Timer & Scraper
Transfer Papers – Starter Pack
Forever no cut flex – Starter pack
Product Marketing CD
Sample pack – Of Laser printed items
“Marketing & Running your own print business” guide
FREE – CADLINK RIP Software with included job costing calculator (Value R 9000)
FREE – Coreldraw ™ 2020 Essentials
R 93 272.50 + VAT = R 107 263.38

UPGRADES OR EXTRAS YOU CAN ADD TO THE SYSTEM:
•
•
•
•

Add an A4 Sublimation printer for maximum versatility – R 10 348.85(incl.)
Add a PEN press for pressing pens (does 10 pens at a time) – R 5,169.25 (incl.)
Upgrade the Mug press to the Pro version with 6 elements – add R 6,894.25 (incl.)
Add the Cameo4 Vinyl Cutter (R 5,744.25 – 300mm) or Cameo4 Pro (R 11 494.25– 610mm) incl.
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PRICES OF THE WHITE TONER LASER MACHINES THEMSELVES
(INCL. VAT)
For those who already have a system and just need a printer, we have the printer price below:
OKI A3 White Toner Printer…………………………………………………………………………… R 91 942.50
These printers include a starter pack of Toner, Cadlink RIP, Coreldraw Essentials OEM

FEATURES OF THE RIP SOFTWARE FOR THE OKI WHITE TONER PRINTERS
The RIP is strongly recommended for professional production environments. It gives you
professional print options and also saves up to 30% toner while
increasing print speed by 33% and included if you buy the printer from us.
It introduces a level of control over the printing function which is not possible with the standard
printer driver, for example:
1. You can rasterize an image (this means to turn it into dots). Why
would you want to do this? Well, it makes the image softer to
the touch, more durable and saves you money because less
toner is required.
2. The RIP gives you control of the white density so that you can
apply more or less white as the image and substrate require it,
which saves you money (white is the most expensive colour).
3. No white outline on your prints (which is what you get without the RIP)
4. The Cadlink RIP has an ACCURATE job costing to the cent, including the paper, and exact
amounts of toner used. This is very useful for correctly costing your job.
5. Let’s say for example your artwork has black in it and you want to print on a black shirt. The RIP
can remove all the black from the print and use the black of the shirt for black areas – This
saves toner and gives you a transfer that’s softer and more durable.
6. For production environments, the cost-saving alone is well worth the RIP investment not to
mention the greater print versatility.

OKI WHITE TONER PRINT COSTS VS OTHER BRANDS
The OKI has the toner separate from the developer, separate from the waste toner repository, and
separate from the print drum. This means that you only need to replace what’s depleted.
Developer for example lasts 3 x longer than toner.
When replacing toner all you’re paying for is toner. On lesser printers, they combine the toner,
developer, waste repository and drum all into the same cartridge. This means whichever is
depleted 1st, you have to replace everything and pay for everything.
The OKI print cost is thus a fraction of what it is on many other competing brands.
We’ve come across competing brands that have a print cost of over R 40 per page excluding the
paper.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT ELSE DO I NEED?
1. You need a computer. We don’t sell computers. A PC or Mac will work, but a PC is
preferable. The RIP Software for the Laser and Sublimation printers doesn’t work on a Mac.
You need to have at least Windows 10 ( 64-bit version ideally).
2. You need a graphics program which supports colour matching, or else your colours come
out wrong – this is why we supply Coreldraw Essentials ™ with our systems.
3. Teflon – this is used to protect the press so that inks from the transfer process don’t leach
into the rubber or dirt onto the heat platen, as this can blemish your transfers.
4. Nomex – this is a type of heat-resistant felt which is 1cm or so thick. When pressing onto tiles
and other items with slightly curved edges, it allows the print to transfer over the edge, thus
giving you better-finished quality.
5. You need to NOT have a fear of selling else your business is doomed.

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS WITH YOUR COMPANY?
•
•
•

You can buy a complete system or bits and pieces
You can add or subtract from any system
We accept Lay-bye arrangements (max 6 months and subject to terms and conditions)

WHY ARE YOU USING SAWGRASS PRINTERS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s based on the Ricoh gel printer, which makes it
reliable and fast.
It has been manufactured for Sawgrass (who is the
sublimation ink manufacturer), SPECIFICALLY for
Sublimation.
4880 x 1200dpi resolution
2-year warranty on the printer
Uses sealed cartridges – no mess and no fuss
The colours are simply incredible.
Full-Colour management on multiple substrates and
papers through Virtuoso ™ software.

PLEASE NOTE FOR BEST COLOUR ACCURACY, WE RECOMMEND 64-bit Windows.

SAWGRASS INK VS OTHER INKS
Sawgrass invented the sublimation ink process for digital printers, yet others who made an inferior
copy of their inks, claim their inks are the best. The joy of cheap ink is soon forgotten when the
head inevitably blocks, or when the customer rejects the job because the ink has faded or the
colour is just plain wrong.
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DISADVANTAGES OF DIRT-CHEAP PRESSES / SUBLIMATION SYSTEMS
1. They don’t keep stock of spares, so when something breaks, you’re stuck.
2. Equipment is often substandard.
3. Suppliers make amazing promises about supporting you 24/7 until you have a problem…....
4. Many suppliers are selling machinery for which they don’t have an LOA – see page 4.
5. Inferior inks can damage the print head which can cost the price of a new printer to replace.
Cheap ink tends to fade quickly once transferred and exposed to sunlight.
6. Suppliers make claims that their equipment/inks/papers (which are cheap rip-offs of the
original product) are better than the originals. This is regrettably not true.
7. Training and manuals are non-existent.

If you buy cheap junk, it will be an expensive lesson……

WHY SHOULD I BUY FROM JG ELECTRONICS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We make our money from consumables. It’s in our best interest for you to be successful.
We are NOT the cheapest, which is why we have quality stock and spares readily on hand.
We are the importers / sole agents/distributors for the items we sell so you’re dealing with the
source.
We provide Training Manuals, Training Videos, business guides, templates, marketing material,
marketing guides, ongoing support and personal training (at our offices).
We have the widest range of consumables in Southern Africa.
We sell products based on their reliability and quality ONLY.
We have been in business for 32 years now, and our track record speaks for itself.
We are the company that customers who have bought cheap products elsewhere run to
when they have problems – This says a lot.

WHAT IF I HAVE A QUERY / PROBLEM LONG AFTER I HAVE PURCHASED
MY EQUIPMENT?
Your success is our success (as we make our money little by little over a long period on the
consumables), so if you have a problem, please call/email us, so we can solve it for you. Please
note that we cannot give support on products or equipment not purchased from ourselves
though.

I AM NOT SURE WHICH SYSTEM I WANT, CAN I COME IN AND LOOK AT
THE DIFFERENT OPTIONS?
Absolutely, we highly recommend you come in before you spend any money.
You will sit down with one of our trained sales staff, and discuss your needs. You will then be given
advice on which system best suits your needs, and the equipment will also be shown to you.

I’VE BEEN TOLD THAT I DON’T NEED A COLOUR PROFILE AND THAT I CAN
USE PLAIN PAPER – IS THIS TRUE?
Yes, this is true, however, you won’t get any repeat orders from anyone and your delivered order
will most likely be rejected.
Without colour matching, the colours are dreadful, with zero colour accuracy.
Without the proper paper, you’re heading for trouble as the prints will be faded and nasty.
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COMPETITORS ARE SELLING EPSON PRINTERS FOR SUBLIMATION
The only Epson printer made specifically for sublimation is the SC-F100. Anyone selling anything
else is selling you a printer with NO WARRANTY. The Epson SC-F100 has rudimentary colour
management which doesn’t support all the various substrates and sublimation papers available.
This means that prints on a wide variety of substrates will not be consistent which can be a
problem if your customer wants you to print the same design or artwork on a variety of products.

I AM UNSURE ABOUT WHETHER THIS PRINTING IDEA WILL WORK FOR ME
HOW DO I TEST THE MARKET?
The best way to test the market if you are unsure about whether Novelty printing will work for you
in your area is to purchase a sample pack.
For an investment of just R 695 + VAT, you will get some popular products, already printed.
You can then take these samples, show them to your target market, and base your buying
decision on the response you get from your target market. Not all these items are in the pack

WE REPRESENT THE FOLLOWING WORLD-RENOWNED BRANDS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beaver Paper (Textprint sublimation paper)
Geoknight Heat Presses (George Knight Company)
Muggit sublimation blanks, presses, transfer vinyl, Hardboard products, transfer papers
Sawgrass sublimation inks and printers
Unisub / Chromaluxe premium quality sublimation blanks
Sun-Fly polymer sublimation blanks
Photousa – sublimation blanks
Ikonics / Photobrasive systems – Photomasks for photo quality sandblasting & stencil film
Microlens – lenticular lenses
Forever papers – transfer papers
CMW – Transfer papers
Silhouette – Cameo Vinyl Cutters
Best Sublimation – sublimation blanks
Forever - Transfer papers
Sublimer – Sublimation printable polymer
Oki – White Toner Printers
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT UPGRADES
5- IN 1 MUG PRESS
These presses used to be ideal for higher volume production, but these days it’s actually cheaper
and better to buy multiples of the Muggit ™ Lime mug press (5 of these cost less than a 5-in1 mug
press. If a controller pops, you still have the rest of the presses to use.

MUGGIT™ PEN PRESS (FOR LASER PRINT SYSTEMS ONLY)
The ideal machine for pressing pens. Can be used with a laser printer, hard
surfaces paper and PVC pens or a sublimation printer with sublimation pens.
This machine can print up to 10 pens simultaneously.
Please note: You can only print PVC pens (we sell them)
Use with the Muggit spray coating to increase scratch resistance.

MUGGIT ™ ECONO-2020 PRESS
•
•
•
•

Very cost-effective. It’s got a 38 x 38cm T-shirt attachment and
attachments for mugs (4 sizes), plates (2 sizes) and caps.
2-year warranty on the Cap & T-shirt elements.
Excellent quality manufactured to our specs.
We carry parts and service/repair all presses we sell.

MUGGIT™ A4 PRESS
• Our most economical press
• The perfect entry-level Press
• Platen size of 23 x 30cm
• 2 Year Warranty on the Element
• Adjustable temperature and pressure control
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MUGGIT™ CAP PRESSES
For printing onto caps and kit/tog bags
Can accommodate a variety of Cap styles
Excellent addition to any print system
USA (2-Year warranty on the element) and Muggit
presses available.
• Cap and Combo Cap & Mini Flat Element presses
available
•
•
•
•

MUGGIT™ CRAFT PRESS
•
•
•
•
•

Platten size 30 x 25cm
Digital temperature Control
Optional Cap and Mug Attachments (low volume)
The ideal craft press
Very cost-effective

SILHOUETTE CAMEO 4 VINYL CUTTER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cheaper and with more downforce (5kg) than its closest competitor.
Silhouette Studio is perfect for both beginners and pros.
Cuts Sticker and Transfer Vinyl. Max cutting depth 3mm.
Cuts stencils for acid etching & sandblasting
Cuts stencils for fabric painting and stamp making
Can cut with and without cutting mat
Can draw words/designs with standard gel pens (needs pen
holder)
Can cut paper crafts and even some fabrics
Has a downward force 20x more than the Cameo 3
Has Kraft and Rotary cut blade options for cutting thicker items
than most other cutters in the market
We repair them locally.
Dual Head, head clearance of 3mm
Cuts 300mm wide (Cameo 4) - 610mm wide Cameo 4 Pro
Perfect for cutting face masks and face shields (free template available)
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TRANSFER VINYL
Transfer vinyl is NOT limited to fabrics but can be used on any substrate that can withstand
160C for 10 seconds including glass, metal, ceramics, wood and so on.
Our transfer vinyl is Polyurethane based.
We do not sell PVC transfer vinyl (which is cheaper) due to the cancer risk.

*Transfer vinyl colour chart available on request or our website **

DIFFERENT MUG GRADES – WHICH SHOULD I BUY?
All of our mugs can be used with the sublimation and laser printer processes.
Our Muggit Premium, Premium Plus, Dishwasher & Vendor mugs are all dishwasher safe and have
the same coating.
Food safe - tested by the European Food Safety organization
1. DISHWASHER – (MUGGIT DISHWASHER printed on the bottom of the mug)
•
•

The best grade of mugs produced (AAA). The straightest and most uniform mugs.
More expensive than any other mug but you get what you pay for.

2. MUGGIT Premium Grade (MUGGIT PREMIUM printed on the bottom of the mug)
•
•

Premium Mug grade (AA). Not as perfect as the AAA grade, but close.
The colours are absolutely brilliant – easily the best mug on the market today.

3. MUGGIT PREMIUM Plus (MUGGIT PREMIUM plus printed on the bottom of the mug)
•
•
•

Mugs are a mixture of A and AA grades, each pre-packaged in a gift box.
The colours are not as brilliant, but very close. The coating is not identical to the other mugs here.
The advantage is that the gift box and mug combo is cheaper than buying them separately

4. MUGGIT VENDOR (MUGGIT VENDOR printed on the bottom of the mug)
•
•
•

Fantastic mug grade (A), not as symmetrical as the mugs above, but still excellent quality.
The mugs we sell to our competitors (hence the name)
Our cheapest mug is used for large corporate orders.
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BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL OF:
Many unscrupulous companies sell mugs, and call them “Premium, AAA or even Dishwasher
safe”, but they are cheap mugs where the ears or lips are not uniform or with pimples. Often they
claim dishwasher safe but they don’t last 100 washes – Dishwasher safe actually applies to 2,000
dishwash cycles. We test our mugs by boiling them with salt for a week. All competing mugs so far
have failed.
We often see customers losing jobs because they bought low-cost garbage that their customers
have thrown back in their faces.

Mugs claimed to be the highest grade which is not.

When purchasing sublimation consumables, look for the name “MUGGIT” and the Muggit logo on
them. This name indicates a quality product from a quality supplier. We are the master distributor
of Muggit in Southern Africa. If you have any doubts about what your supplier is providing – call us.

Muggit Logo (Trademark protected)

MUGGIT COATING FILM
We have developed a special coating film for sublimation. You can either apply the film to your
substrate and then sublimate it, or sublimate 1st and then apply which means that you can use a
much lower temperature and time to apply the sublimated coating thus allowing you to decorate
items which otherwise would be impossible to sublimate like polystyrene which has a very low
melting temp. We sell this coating in sheets.
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MUGGIT SUBLIMATION PRINTABLE TRANSFER VINYL
This product was specially developed for us. It’s like regular transfer vinyl except that it can be fully
printed with the sublimation process and cut with a vinyl cutter. Finally, it’s now possible to
decorate dark fabric without the print peeling or cracking after just a few washes.
This product is also not limited to fabric only.

GLASS ETCHING
Glass etching is one of those
extremely simple, yet highly
versatile processes that very
few people know anything
about. This process works on
glass, crystal and some hard
plastics. The effect is very
similar to sandblasting but without the mess or the need to
buy all the equipment. For small jobs, there’s no better
process.
The way it works is very simple. Artwork is cut with a vinyl
cutter, out of etching vinyl, and applied to the item to be
etched. Etching cream is applied and left for a few
minutes after which it’s washed off. The result is a frosted
look like you get with sandblasting.
We have put together a glass etching starter pack which
includes everything you need to try out this amazing
process.
Cost is just R 199 + VAT = R 228.85
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WOOD BURNING PASTE
WOOD BURNING - AN EXTRA MONEY MAKER
Often, we get asked, is there some way of etching
wood? There is a demand in the corporate and gift
markets for wooden products which look like they
were laser engraved with a logo or message. Up to
now, you could do a transfer, though that has been
difficult as different woods give different results or you
could laser engrave but laser engravers are
expensive.

Now we have a solution: Torch Paste and XyloPaste
Anyone with a vinyl cutter and a heat gun or heat
press can use these items together with
Torch Paste or Xylopaste to burn designs into wooden
items. With these wood-burning pastes, you can
produce a truly professional result with very little effort. This opens a whole new market for you.

TORCH PASTE

The Original and still the best wood-burning gel.
Price per bottle R399 excl VAT (T&C’s: The price provided is subject to change without notice).

MUGGIT™ XYLO PASTE
The pre-eminent economical wood burning paste ideal for South African conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely affordable – a fraction of the price of international brands
A little goes a very long way
Great results with very little effort
Can be applied over a silkscreen or vinyl stencil or even painted onto the wood product
Must be used with a heat gun to activate the wood-burning process
6 Month Lifespan once opened
Price per bottle R149 excl VAT (T&C’s: The price provided is subject to change without notice).

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TORCH PASTE AND XYLO PASTE
Both products produce a great result with the only major difference
(other than cost) being that the Torchpaste burns more evenly and is darker than
the Xylo paste. The only way you will notice the difference is if you try both on
the same artwork. The Torch Paste also has a longer shelf life once opened
but costs more than 2.5x the price. We recommend you try both and stick
with the one you are most happy with.
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MUGGIT SUBLIMER™
Introducing the hottest new product for sublimation and laser transfers, in more than a decade!
Muggit Sublimer is a type of acrylic (like Perspex ™) made specifically for image transfers.
This product is available in clear and white.
The sublimation coating is applied to the material during the manufacturing process, so it goes
right through the item, meaning you can print on both sides, and there’s no coating which can be
scratched off
Sublimer is not only inexpensive but also extremely hardy and can be used both indoors and
outdoors (outdoor lifespan depends on the inks you’re using). We’ve even used the product as a
floor tile, and even a forklift running over it doesn’t damage it.

Sublimer is also the only sublimation product which is safe for outdoor use – outdoor lifespan is ink
dependent. We’ve tested it with Sawgrass inks and it still looks fantastic in direct sunlight after 6
months and counting!
One of the most amazing things about this material is that it can be bent/moulded/shaped
immediately after pressing while it’s still hot, allowing you to produce finished products not possible
with any other product.
All the items in the pictures started out life as flat pieces and were either laser cut into the shapes
you see or moulded/bent while hot.
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MUGGIT SUBLIMER™ 2-TONE (5 MM )
The Muggit Sublimer 2-Tone product is similar to the standard sublime product with the difference
that it’s 5mm thick and is clear on one side and white on the other.
You print on the white side in the same way as you print onto the glass items, and the print looks
3D. The print quality is also superior to the plain Sublimer.
Just like the Sublimer, it can be shaped while hot. The only downsides of the Sublimer ™ 2-Tone are
that it’s more expensive than the plain Sublimer and it’s not really suitable for larger-sized products
unless it’s being formed into a shape, because as it cools it warps slightly.
With a 2nd T-shirt press, larger pieces can be pressed in a cold press to not warp after printing.

MUGGIT SUBLIMER™ 2-TONE (20 MM )

This is the 2cm thick version of the 2-Tone sublimer material. The rear of the item is printed and the
print is viewed from the front. The thickness of the material gives the 2-Tone sublimer material
incredible dimensional stability (which means it doesn’t warp when hot) as well as the most
incredible 3D effect. The finished product is truly mesmerizing. This product is ideal for high-end
customers.
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MUGGIT THIN SUBLIMER™
Introducing thin Sublimer. Thin sublimer is a
0.3mm thick sublimation printable plastic
which can be laser cut, cut with scissors or a
craft knife and even be cut by some vinyl
cutters (we used the Cameo 4).
It’s thin enough to allow light through (so you
can make lamp shades and lanterns out of it)
yet sturdy enough to be used for a whole host
of other products including things like
jewellery, ornaments, caps and so on. Only
one side is sublimation printable (imagine if
both sides were printed and you used it as a
lamp shade) but the transfer is superb and
since it’s plastic impervious to water and most
chemicals making it perfect for harsh
environments.
Here you can see some products we’ve made from this product which is sold in 60 x 50cm sheets.

HEAT SHRINK BAGS ™
Heat shrink bags are one
of the most exciting
innovations in
sublimation in recent
years. Heat shrink bags
are a major step up from
the heat clamps of old.
Heat shrink bags allow
for edge-to-edge
transfers in small and
large quantities with just
a heat gun (to shrink the
bag around the
product) and an oven (to transfer the image).
The bag once shrunk forces the paper tightly against the item to be printed, ensuring the best
transfer possible, whilst also allowing you to decorate the handle and bottom of the mug (if they
are coated) and best of all the bags are cheap to buy. Each bag is single-use.
Not only do we sell the bags but we also sell this material by the meter (we have it in rolls).
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MUGGIT SYNTHETIC BAMBOO ™
Synthetic bamboo is another innovation brought to you by JG Electronics. This is a wood-coloured
material that is exceptionally smooth and is sublimation printable on both sides. It’s light, strong,
and gives products a cool retro look that up to now has been absent from the market.

CHROMA WOOD (16 MM )
The Chroma branding is used for products made from Chromaluxe 16mm THICK MDF which is
manufactured by Unisub in the USA. These products have a brilliant glossy white sublimation
printable service for a truly high-end look and are non-toxic. This makes them ideal for wooden
kid's puzzles such as those pictured here, but you can produce pretty much anything. We can cut
your specific design for you out of this material (terms apply).
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NATURAL BAMBOO (15 MM )
This is real bamboo that has been specially prepared for Sublimation. It is 15mm thick and for now,
we are using it just to make breadboards and cutting boards. It can be used with wood-burning
gel or sublimation or both and the final result is fantastic. Due to the pores in the bamboo, it is not
suitable for dishwashing and should be hand washed instead.

USA INDUSTRIAL BUTTON BADGE SYSTEM
The perfect add-on for any existing business
• To make a button takes seconds
• Print on plain paper with a standard printer
• Professional results
• Made in the USA – excellent durability
• Available in 56mm, 37mm and 25mm sizes
• Industrial-grade machine
• Wide variety of buttons – magnetic, pin,
mirror, bottle the opener, keyring etc
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BUTTON BADGE MACHINES THAT COME WITH INTERCHANGEABLE DIES
We’re often asked about the machines that come with interchangeable dies. These machines
are made in China, while the ones we sell are made in the USA. The Chinese machines don’t use
strong parts, which results in 2 things.
1. They break VERY quickly but are cheaper to buy.
2. They can’t successfully make metal buttons, so you have to use button blanks which are plastic,
and are far more expensive than the metal buttons – you save on the machine, but waste all your
money on the raw materials.
We know the USA machines are
expensive, so we had allegedly
“industrial machines”
manufactured for us in China. The
machine snapped on the 1st job of
500 buttons. Hardly the kind of
quality we want to be selling.
The broken machine is shown on
the left.
We have USA machines in the field
that are working for over 15 years!

HOW CAN YOU PROFIT?
The raw materials for the button badge cost less than R 2.00 each in small quantities, and 20c for
the print and ink, giving you a finished product costing under R 2.20, which can easily be sold for R
35 or more (in small quantities), or R 9.50 in larger quantities of say 200 pieces.
The 25mm system - R 6 955.65 + VAT = R 7 999.00
The 37mm system - R 6 955.65 + VAT = R 7 999.00
The 56mm system - R 6 955.65 + VAT = R 7 999.00
The prices above include both the button press and the graphic punch (cutter).
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IMPORTANT INFO ABOUT JG ELECTRONICS
•

JG Electronics was founded in 1990, (THIRTY TWO YEARS) ago.

•
We have customers throughout Southern Africa, including all our neighbouring states, most
of Southern Africa, Mauritius and Seychelles.
•

We have a number of well researched and well-developed systems.

•

We don’t sell junk. If we’re not happy to use it ourselves, we don’t sell it.

•

With our equipment, you can produce single items, or multiple items of products, in 16.7 Million
colours (the print systems).

•

We don’t make false claims.

•

Everything we sell has been tried and tested and is serviced in South Africa.

•

What we don’t manufacture locally, we import direct or get from the authorized importer.

•

We give honest advice pertinent to your situation. If we don’t think you should buy one of our
systems we tell you.

•

We advise you what works in a particular market and what doesn’t sell.

•

We have dedicated customer service/tech support staff.

•

We provide training on all our equipment as well as training manuals in English (not Chinglish).

•

We supply templates for the products we sell.

•

We know what we’re doing – we don’t pretend.

•

Our branches are separately owned businesses.

•

We are the sole Master distributor for the Muggit ™ brand in Southern Africa to the extent that
competitors often claim they are selling Muggit ™ products when in fact they are just trying to get
a free ride.

We were featured on TV in – April 1998, October 2000, and October 2004
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MAP FOR JOHANNESBURG OFFICES
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MAP FOR CAPE TOWN BRANCH

Tel: 021 511 0134
Units 9,13,14 Franzzitta Business Park,
Cnr Koeberg Rd & Freedom Way,
Milnerton
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MAP FOR BLOEMFONTEIN OFFICES
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